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About Me
• GIS consultant for 10 years in the Middle East, the UK 

and all over Europe
– Specialist in databases, software design, development and 

systems integration

• PhD in Geographical Information Science from 
University College London (UCL) in 2007 
– Founded in 1826, 30,000 students, 5000 staff
– Ranked 5th in the world (QS 2014)

• Now Lecturer in Geographical Information Science 
• Research interests – GIS and technology

– Citizen Science
– 3D GIS
– GIS data quality and usability

Relatore
Note di presentazione
I am a lecturer in the Geomatics Sectio of the Departmnet of Civil, Enviornmnetal and Geomatic Engineering.  I specialise in Geographical Information Science, an din particular in 3D GIS , GIS data usability and citizen science. We also have a large transport research group with whom we collaborate closely – 11 academics, 20+ PhD researchers.   http://www.cege.ucl.ac.uk/cts   http://iris.ucl.ac.uk/iris/browse/researchGroup/1461
I

 am a lecturer in the Geomatics Section of the Departmnet of Civil, Enviornmnetal and Geomatic Engineering.  I specialise in Geographical Information Science, an d in particular in 3D GIS , GIS data usability and citizen science. 

For today’s talk I’m going to focus on emerging research in GIS, and how I think this can be applied to future transport – given my background, the focus will be slightly more on technology and slightly less on strategy than we saw with some of the presentations yesterday.  



Citizen Science and the Science of Cities

• Overview
– Introduction - Smart Cities
– Citizen Science and Extreme Citizen Science
- Case Studies

- Noise
- Air Quality

- Citizen Science and Smart Cities
- Some Considerations

Relatore
Note di presentazione
So far you have looked at the science of cities and in particular in  week 4 of this course you looked at what can be done with data about cities – oyster cards, sensor data, boris bike data and so forth

Today, were going to look at how you get data about cities  from the citizens themselves – not the automated way using sensors, but in a more interdisciplinary way that actively involves people! Rather than making them passive collectors of data 

This is a bit of a bottom up approach to cities – focussing on real communities, rather than the virtual communities and top down approaches to cities that you have seen so far!  The maps you have seen so far hav ebeen at city scale, the maps you will see to day will be at individual scale!  





Smart Cities

Smart City
•An efficient, 
sustainable city with 
integrated 
information, active 
citizen participation 
and intelligent 
management 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_city
http://www.ibmbigdatahub.com/infographic/four-vs-big-data

http://smartcitiescouncil.com/resources/smart-cities-and-internet-everything-foundation-delivering-next-generation-citizen-services






Smart Cities

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Libelium – internet of things platform provider
Internet of Things Platform Provider
Libelium delivers a powerful, modular, easy to program open source sensor platform for the Internet of Things enabling system integrators to implement reliable Smart Cities and M2M solutions with minimum time to market
Our versatile platform allows implementation of any Wireless Sensor Network, from Smart Parking to Smart Irrigation solutions.


http://www.libelium.com/wp-content/themes/libelium/images/content/applications/libelium_smart_world_infographic_big.png
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-initiative-to-support-40-billion-smart-cities-in-the-uk
 
http://www.smartcitiesappg.com/

The global urban population is forecast to double from 2000 to 2025, with 180,000 people joining a city each and every day.
The municipal leaders charged with running these complex networks of people, infrastructure and services are on a constant search for more efficient ways to analyse data, anticipate problems and coordinate resources in their cities. The goal for many is to become a Smart City, one that, through technology, better understands its own ecosystem, and continually improves its operation as a result. In 2013, the Department for Business Innovation and Skills produced a report called ‘Smart Cities Market – Opportunities for the UK’ which demonstrated the global opportunity associated with smart city development is £250bn.
The All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Smart Cities brings together Parliamentarians with the British academics, NGOs, businesses and local governments that are leading the global smart cities revolution. Together, we raise awareness of the many issues associated with Smart Cities, and provide a platform for stakeholders from different sectors to collaborate and share best practices.
If you would like to learn more about Smart Cities, I’d encourage you to explore the resources section of this website, which will be continually updated, and if you are interested in joining us, please get in touch. We’d love to hear from you.



http://www.gislounge.com/how-spatial-big-data-underpins-smart-cities/
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Smart Cities and Big Data

Relatore
Note di presentazione
http://www.ibmbigdatahub.com/infographic/four-vs-big-data


Big Data
Volume – very large number of records
Variety – data from multiple sources, structured and unstructured, qualitative and quantitative
Velocity – data generated and analysed in real time
Veracity – quality and uncertainty of the data is understood and the data is trusted




Smart Cities: Sensors and Big Data
• Using Automatic Number Plate Recognition to 

measure journey time across a city

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The congestion zone in London tracks all vehicles entering and exsiting, and hence can work out how long it has taken vehicles to cross the zone.  As well as live traffic mapping, pattern analysis can be used to see if there are specific patterns that ‘predict’ when traffic problems will occur.

Emperical assessment of traffic congestion   Andy Chow, Alex Santacreu, Ioannis Tsapakis, Garavig Tanasaranond, Tao Cheng

http://www.citytransport.info/Digi/CCMultia.jpg
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Citizen Science

• Citizen Science is a form of research collaboration 
involving members of the public in scientific 
research projects to address real-world problems 
(Wiggins and Crowston 2011)

• “The scientific activities in which nonprofessional 
scientists volunteer to participate in data 
collection, analysis and dissemination of a 
scientific project” (Cohn 2008; Silvertown 2009).



Relatore
Note di presentazione
Projects form an open collaboration where the goals of the scientific endeavour are often set by the communities who will benefit from the results obtained and from the additional understanding that is derived through involvement in the project

Citizens can participate in defining the problems, envisioning possible projects and participate in the analysis 
Can (and should) participate in the discussion of the results of what they’ve collected
Often, they are best placed to analyse the data  




Levels of Citizen Science 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Create systems that allow anyone, regardless of their literacy, to use scientific methods and tools to collect, analyse, interpret and use information about their area and activities
Understand how to engage people meaningfully (the Science of Citizen Science)  
Support such activities

https://uclexcites.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/community_participation_cartoon41.gif




Citizen Science and ‘Extreme’ Citizen Science

‘Normal’ Citizen 
Science

‘Extreme’ Citizen 
Science

Users Educated, usually with 
some domain 
knowledge

Everyone, regardless of 
level of literacy 

Location Wealthy, populated and 
popular 

Everywhere

Role Data collection and 
entry

Shaping the problem, 
analysing the data

Mode of work Crowdsourcing Collaborative and 
participatory science

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Crowd sourcing is the most common way of gathering data – sometimes participants can be active and aware that they are participanting – e.g. when they are adding asked to upload current traffic conditions via their gps device or phone -  but other times they may not really think about the fact that they are contributing data – e.g. using your oyster card, or a store card
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Case Study: Noise

• Noise – some facts
– Noise is subjective and defined as ‘unwanted sound’, as such one 

person’s noise is another person’s sound. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) recommends an annual average night 
exposure not exceeding 40 decibel (dB)

– Sleepers that are exposed to night noise levels above 40dB on 
average throughout the year, corresponding to the sound in a quiet 
street, can suffer mild health effects like sleep disturbance and 
insomnia. 

– Above 55dB long term average exposure, similar to the din of a 
normal conversation, noise can get to trigger elevated blood 
pressure and heart attacks. 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Source: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/noise/health_effects.htm




Case Study: Noise

• DEFRA Road Noise Map, WC1E 6BT, from 
http://services.defra.gov.uk/wps/portal/noise (15th February 2014)

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Noise is subdivided into environmental noise (covering road, rail, air transport noise), neighbourhood noise (from people and activities e.g. pubs, clubs, barking dogs and music lessons) and neighbour noise.   .


What can citizens do?
The DEFRA Website maps noise sources including:
Major Roads - roads with more than 6 million vehicle passages annually;
Major Railways - railways with more than 60,000 train passages annually;
Major Airports - airports with more than 50,000 aircraft movements annually (except for training on light aircraft):
Urban areas (with populations greater than 250,000 and a certain population density.


http://services.defra.gov.uk/wps/portal/noise


Case Study: Noise

Relatore
Note di presentazione
A group of anti-runway expansion campaigners based near City Airport – fight the flights!

What can citizens do?
Citizens can also make their own noise maps using relatively cheap tools or even just their smart phones!
For example, if you live near an airport or near a noisy scrapyard you could measure the noise levels
Once you have good measurements, you could then approach the local authority about the noise, armed with concrete EVIDENCE rather than just saying ‘it is too noisy’
This may be a more persuasive argument for action
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Case Study: Noise

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Noise is an issue in any public transport development, and civil engineers and noise specialists will go to great lengths to make sure that people aren’t disturbed by noise.  However, if you live close to an airport noise may be an issue and if you are planning to expand the airport you may wish to engage  with both official planners and the general public to measure how much noise exists and whether the public is disturbed by the noise – noise is very subjective. 

In this project, a mobile phone App called widenoise was given to people around Heathrow airport to allow them to measure and rate the noise – the response was then used to feed into the decision making process of where to build a new runway in the South East of England.
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Case Study: Air Quality

• Air Pollution – Some Facts
– Ozone pollution causes breathing difficulties, triggers asthma 

symptoms, causes lung and heart diseases, and is associated with 
about 21 000 premature deaths per year in 25 countries in the 
WHO European Region

– Poor air quality is particularly an issue for children, those with heart 
or lung diseases, or the elderly

– The available evidence is also sufficient to assume a causal 
relationship between exposure to PM and aggravation of asthma 
as well as cough and bronchitis symptoms. 

– Daily mortality and hospital admissions have been linked with short 
term variation of PM levels.

Relatore
Note di presentazione
http://www.cleanairpartnership.org/files/Lesson%201%20-%20In-Class%20Lesson%20Plans%20with%20Teacher%20Instructions.pdf

http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/noncommunicable-diseases/chronic-respiratory-diseases/data-and-statistics

http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/97002/ENHIS_Factsheet_3.3_July_2011.pdf?ua=1

Particulate matter (PM),
is a type of air pollution that is present wherever people live. It is generated 
mainly by human activities: transport, energy prod
uction, domestic fuel combustion and by a wide 
range of industries. PM consists of a mixture of solid and liquid particles suspended in the air. These 
particles differ in their physical properties (such as size) and chemical composition. PM can either be 
directly emitted into the air (primary PM) or be formed secondarily in the atmosphere from gaseous 
precursors (mainly sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, ammonia and non-methane volatile organic 
compounds) (5). Health risks are associated with exposure to particles whose sizes are less than 10 
μm in diameter (PM
10
), more so with even smaller particles,
that are less than 2.5 μm in diameter 
(PM
2.5
,). There is no evidence of a safe level of exposure or a threshold below which no adverse health 
effects occur (1). 




Case Study: Air Quality

Relatore
Note di presentazione
People sticking up diffusion tubes on lamp posts to measure eair quality in their neighbourhood
The people decide where the tubes should be placed, and how long they should be up before being removed or changed
They also participate in the processing of the results – e.g. creating the maps



Case Study:  Air Quality
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Relatore
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Air Quality Mapping – Black Carbon


Air quality is another issue for transport – for example black carbon.  There are expensive ways of measuring this – whith a microAethalometer.  You also need a GPS device to map the position of the micro Aethaelometer.  Citizen scientists are currently trialling cheap sensors coupled with mobile devices using Bluetooth – the advantage of this approach is that you can find out the pollution in an area if you get enough individuals mapping the area, and the individual also gets an idea of their personal exposure. 

Aethalometer
Measures black carbon! 




The microAeth® Model AE51 is the world's first ever real-time, pocket-sized Black Carbon aerosol monitor. This palm-size instrument is small enough to be worn by a person in order to measure the real-time concentration of black carbon which a person may be exposed to.�The microAeth incorporates the same Aethalometer®measurement technology which has been used worldwide for over 25 years, all in a package that can fit in your pocket.
The instrument can operate continuously for up to 24 hours on a single battery charge and can be externally powered by the included wall power adapter, or an additional external battery option for longer run times. The air sample is collected on T60 (Teflon coated glass fiber) filter media, and analyzed in real time. The filter media is housed in an easy to replace filter strip for simple handling in the field.
The microAeth has been used to take measurements of cookstoves, tobacco smoke exposure as well as on planes, trains, bicycles, even on weather balloons measuring vertical profiles of Black Carbon in the atmosphere. This versatile instrument can be used to easily measure Black Carbon.

COST AROUND 5600 EURO!

OR (IN NEAR FUTURE) SENSOR BOX SUCH AS EVERYaWARE – COST AROUND 200 EUROS LESS ACCURATE (EVEN WITH CALIBRATION) BUT YOU CAN GIVE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC SO THAT THEY CAN MEASURE THEIR PERSONAL EXPOSURE – THIS IS CITIZEN SCIENCE  “scienza dei cittadini”  
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Citizen Science and Smart Cities

• Citizen Science gives you a personal view of your 
world and allows you to address local issues
– In particular, it allows the combination of objective and 

subjective data
• But can the data also be aggregated and 

integrated with other Smart City datasets to 
provide an additional source of information?
– It is not ‘big data’

• Citizen Scientists are perceived as untrustworthy 
– No ‘quality control’
– Not professional 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Data quality -  the characteristics of a data set that may influence the uncertainty associated with decisions based upon that dataset  (Worboys and Duckham 2004)

Error  “difference between a measurement or the mean of a set of measurements and the most reliable estimate of its unknown true value (true value always unknown as even a ‘better’ value will still have been obtained by measurements)”


In GIS, we can categorize errors as follows:
Completeness – is any data missing?
Temporal accuracy – is the time-stamp on the noise data accurate?
Positional accuracy – how was the positional measurement made?
Thematic/attribute accuracy – is the noise value accurate?

Accuracy = how close is the measurement to real life?





Citizen Science and Smart Cities: Positional 
Error

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Calibration means performing simultaneous measurements with the sensor boxes and a reference
device, and then train a model that is able to map the values measured by our sensor array with
the values recorded by the reference. We have used artificial neural networks (ANNs) for this
regression task.

Data was collected over 2 weeks, however after initial analysis the
measuring range of the boxes had to be readjusted so only 5 days of correct data were collected
and used for calibration in the end.

Due to high variability both in BC values and sensor response, the data was smoothed by computing
averages over moving time windows of five minutes. This value was deemed suitable by
comparing outputs from the two aethalometers, which become highly correlated at this resolution.
So the BC value obtained from the model represents an average over the last five minutes of
ÆEvery
Aware




Noise measurement issues:
The location / positional accuracy of the measurement
The accuracy of the noise reading itself

http://www.pocketgpsworld.com/howgpsworks.php


Noise Values
the range of 50 dB(A) to 100 dB(A) is the effective measuring range for the WideNoise application. 
In that range the level of discrepancy from the reference device was in the area of - 6dB(A) to + 14 dB(A). This provides a relatively useful indication of the general noise level.
However, it is important to note that without further calibration the current WideNoise data should be seen only as indicative.





Citizen Science and Smart Cities: Calibration 
(Noise)
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Citizen Science and Smart Cities: Calibration 
(Air Quality)

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Carbon monoxide
Nitrogen dioxide
Voc = volatile organic compound …
O3 = ozone
Temprature, relative humidity


Figure 3.8: Train on five boxes, test on a sixth. The R2 values are 0.62 for training and 0.67 for
testing, while RMSE values are 1299 and 1225, respectively.


We decided the approach the
sensor box as a sensor array to estimate black carbon (BC) concentrations. This decicion was
based on the fact that gas concentrations of CO, NOx, O3 and VOC correlate with BC, and by
th efact that portable BC measurement devices were available for comparison with the BC estimation
from the sensorbox. The BC device is approximately 30 times more expencive than the
EveryAware sensorbox, and also lacks the AirProbe functionalities such as geographical mapping
of the measurements, data tagging, etc.


Two time series are shown, one in red, representing the
model output, one in blue representing the data measured by the aethalometer (this applies to all
plots from here on).




Citizen Science and Smart Cities: Metadata



Citizen Science and Smart Cities: Open 
Questions

• Is it really true that lots of low quality 
measurements can be as useful as a few high 
quality measurements?

• Can we interpolate noise and air quality 
information created by citizen scientists
– Moving from personal exposure to a general map
– Integrating with sensor data and ‘big’ data



Citizen Science and Smart Cities: Open 
Questions

• Who has the end use of the data, ownership and 
credit for the work?

• Are there issues of empowerment, 
inclusion/exclusion, marginalisation, participation?

• What makes people start to participate and 
continue to contribute?

• What is the importance of local knowledge and 
understanding in Smart Cities?



Citizen Science and the Science of Cities

Thank You

Any Questions?

Relatore
Note di presentazione
http://en.hdyo.org/assets/ask-question-3-049ac6f2a4e25267fa670b61ee734100.jpg
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